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Abstract 
In present day VLSl ICs, intra-die processing variations are becom- 

ing harder to control, resulting in a large skew in the clock signals at 
the end of the clock distribution network. In this paper, we describe 
a novel buffered H-tree technique to distribute the clock signal and to 
de-skew a clock network. The clock shielding wires (which are con- 
nected to GND in normal operation) are, in de-skewing mode, used to 
selectively retum the clock signal for de-skewing, and for serial com- 
munication with the clock distribution sites for skew adjustment. Our 
forward and return clock networks are buffered, with identically sized 
and co-located wires and buffers. This results in both these networks 
exhibiting identical delay characteristics in the presence of intra-die 
process variations. Unlike existing approaches, our method utilizes a 
single phase detection circuit, and can achieve a very low maximum 
chip-level clock skew. This skew value is no1 dependent on the res- 
olution of the phase detector. Further, our technique can be applied 
dynamically, either at boot time or periodically during the operation 
of the IC, as necessary. Additionally, our buffered H-tree enables us 
to implement efficient clock gating by allowing the user to tum off 
clocks in the distribution network itself, thus disabling entire sections 
of the clock network. We demonstrate the utility of our technique on 
a 6-level H-tree clock distribution network. In a clock distribution 
network which is initially skewed by up to 300ps, our technique can 
de-skew signals to within 4ps of each other. We show that the total 
wiring area of our clock distribution and de-skewing methodology is 
about 35% higher than a traditional H-tree (which does not have a de- 
skewing functionality), while the active logic area overbead is about 
25%. The power consumption of our network is 5% lower than that 
of a traditional H-tree network with no de-skewing functionality. 

1 Introduction 
In synchronous IC design, it is critical to ensure that the clock 

signals at different points on the die are in phase. Incorrect circuit 
operation can occur if the clock signals at the different distribution 
end-points are not in phase. 

In a typical synchronous design, a central buffered clock is dis- 
tributed to several clockdistribution sites which are located uniformly 
across the die. The raw clock signal at each of these sites is then 
buffered using clock regenerators. Clock regenerators are designed 
to drive the clock signal for the circuitry in a local region. Depending 
on the total clock load in that region, an appropriately sized clock re- 
generator is utilized. A typical IC will have several clock regenerators 
for a designer to select from. 

One of the clock regenerators' signals is considered as a reference 
signal for the die, and is phase locked to the external clock, thus ensur- 
ing that the external clock and all internal clock signals are in phase 
(all internal clock signals are in phase ifthe clock distribution network 
as well as all clock regenerators are designed to have zero skew). 

Designing the clock distribution network in a VLSI chip has always 
been an important and difficult problem. In recent times this task has 
become even more challenging. This is primarily due to increasing 

die sizes and also due to increasing clock frequencies. The difficulty 
is compounded by more acute intra-die processing variations in re- 
cent times. Clock skew can significantly deteriorate the performance 
of a high-speed IC [I]. Methods to design balanced clock distribu- 
tion networks have been reported [2], but these methods result in zero 
skew only when there are no process or temperature variations. Re- 
cently there has been serious attention devoted to de-skewing a clock 
distribution network, since intra-die process variations make it im- 
possible to distribute a low-skew clock signal without skew reduction 
circuitry. 

In this paper, we describe a novel clock distribution network along 
with a companion skew reduction technique that requires erocfly one 
phase detector, located at the source node of the clock tree. Our 
technique can de-skew a clock distribution network to a much finer 
tolerance than existing techniques. Clock shielding signals (which 
are connected to GND during normal operation) are, in de-skewing 
mode, utilized to carry the retum clock signal as well as to perform 
serial signaling to program the skew control logic at different clock 
distribution sites. Our technique can be used to perform dynamic de- 
skewing. It can be invoked at boot time, or periodically during the 
operation of the chip. This could be useful if large temperature varia- 
tions on the die during normal operation warrant an invocation of the 
de-skewing approach. Finally, our technique can be easily modified 
to allow de-skewing to be performed during factory test. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 dis- 
cusses some previous work in this area. In Section 3 we describe our 
new method of constructing and de-skewing the clock tree network. 
In Section 4 we present experimental results comparing our method 
with a traditional H-tree. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5 .  

2 Previous Work 
Traditionally, there are several methods to distribute clock signals. 

The simplest is the star topology [3]. In this method, a central clock 
signal is driven to n points using n separate wires. These wires are 
identically sized, ensuring a zero skew clock distribution network. 
A popular clock distribution methodology is the H-free nework [4]. 
In this style of clock distribution, the network appears much like a 
'recursive' letter H. The number of branches in such a network is 
referred to as the level of the network. A k level H-tree network has 
Zk endpoints or leaf nodes. 

In a typical H-tree clock distribution network, the signal is not lo- 
cally buffered before the endpoints. This is done to keep the clock 
skew at the endpoints to a minimum, with the rationale that with an 
unbuffered network, we would only have to deal with variations in 
metal width, thichess and ILD thichess. With a locally buffered 
distribution network, intra-die processing variations in the transistors 
could cause significant additional clock skew at the endpoints. 

With increasing die-sizes, and the large intra-die process variations, 
it is becoming increasingly hard to distribute a clock reliably. In [5],  
the authors describe an analytical model and closed-form expression 
for on-chip clock skew based on device and interconnect variations. 
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In [6] the authors discuss two methods to de-skew a clock distri- 
bution network - the H-tree de-skewing structure and the Mesh de- 
skewing approach. In the H-tree de-skewing structure, the de-skewing 
is done in a hierarchical fashion using phase detectors that are located 
on the domain boundaries ofeach leg of the H-tree. Each phase detec- 
tor reduces the skew between its measurement points within a certain 
guard-band D. Hence the skew at each leg of the clock tree is kept 
within this guard-band. The problem with this approach is that it is 
possible for the skew between two neighboring leaves to be as high as 
(2n + I)D for a network with n levels [6]. In the Mesh de-skew S ~ N C -  

lure, the authors use phase detectors between each pair of leaf nodes 
of the H-tree. This ensures that the clock skew between neighbor- 
ing leaves is within one guard-band D. However, the maximum skew 
across a chip (from a leaf at one comer of the chip to the leaf at the 
opposite comer ofthe chip) can be as high (2nf I)D. Another disad- 
vantage of this method is that the required number ofpbase detectors 
grows exponentially with the number of levels in the H-tree. 

Another clock de-skewing methodology [7] utilizes a similar idea, 
equalizing the delay between two spines of the clock distribution net- 
work, using signals from a single node from each domain of a repre- 
sentative pair of clock domains. With increasing die-sizes and intra- 
die processing variations, such an approach is likely to be inadequate 
to de-skew clock distribution networks for future designs, unless the 
clock domains are made smaller andor more leaf nodes are sampled 
in the process. 

Unlike the schemes of [6] which achieve a maximum chip-level 
skew of ( 2 n +  1)D, our scheme has a maximum chip-level skew of 
D. A hierarchical clock de-skewing methodology would have a max- 
imum chip-level skew of mD (assuming m phase detectors and skew 
tuning circuits). Further, our approach utilizes exactly one phase de- 
tector unlike [6 ,5 ] .  

3 Our Approach 
Our clock de-skewing methodology uses an appropriately delayed 

reference clock signal. We match the delay (using tune-able capacitor 
banks) of each leaf node of the clock tree to this reference signal. As 
a result, the minimum phase resolution of the phase detector is not of 
consequence. Since we use only one phase detector (located at the 
center of the clock tree), we also need a mechanism forthe clock sig- 
nal to retum to its source. We ensure that this retum path encounters 
the same electrical environment as the forward path. This is done by 
routing the return path alongside the forward path as shown in Fig- 
ure 1. The forward and re” networks have identical wire sizes. 
Additionally, the tri-stated inverters along the retum path are identi- 
cal to those in the forward clock path, and are located at exactly the 
same locations as in the forward clock path. This allows us to bal- 
ance the forward and reverse path delays. The tri-state functionality 
is not used in the forward network, but only used in the return net- 
work in de-skewing mode ofoperation (to ensure that at a given time, 
a single path is retumed to the phase detector for de-skewing). Since 
we de-skew the signal at all clock distribution sites, we can utilize a 
buffered distribution network (the de-skewing functionality erases the 
skew that is introduced due to intra-die process variations that affect 
the delay of the tri-stateable inverters). 

In Figure 1, signal wires A and B,  along with the return clock wire, 
are held low during normal circuit operation, and act as clock shields. 
The signal wire A is used for clocking the serial control logic during 
de-skewing operations, while wire B is used to transmit serial data to 
the controllers. Serial controllers (located at the tri-state buffer sites 
as well as the skew adjustment banks) manipulate the tri-stateable re- 
tllm drivers in the clock return path that is enabled during de-skewing, 
and also update the skew adjustment capacitors. 
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The delay of the forward and return networks are identical since 
their wires and tri-stateable inverters are identical and co-located. 
This results in the intra-die processing variations being highly COI- 

related in both networks. Hence if the smallest delay increment in the 
tune-able buffer is D, the largest skew between any two leaf nodes of 
the clock tree network is equal to D/2. This is because the delay of the 
forward clock signal is halfthe round trip delay. This is in contrast to 
the other de-skewing techniques [6,5], which require a larger number 
of phase detectors, and cannot de-skew the clock network to such a 
fine tolerance. 

With our approach, the forward clock distribution network has tr- 
state buffers. These can be used to perform clock gating [41. Since 
the forward network is buffered, clock gating will not result in any 
skew variations at the buffered H-tree leaves. This would result in ad- 
ditional power reductions than traditional clock gating (since portions 
of the buffered H-tree are also disabled). 

3.1 Network Topology 
In our approach, we construct an H-tree fonvord clock distribution 

network with an identical, co-located clock return network. The re- 
tum network wire acts as a shielding wire during normal operation 
(at which time it is tied to ground). The fact that we de-skew the 
signal at all leaf nodes of the network allows us to utilize a buffered 
distribution network, since any skew introduced due to the buffers 
will be negated once the nodes are de-skewed. We ensure that each 
buffered segment of both networks has identical load characteristics. 
This is beneficial since each forward or retum segment can be driven 
by identically sized tri-stateable inverters to locally buffer the signal. 
For the retum path the buffering inverters used are tri-stateable. This 
is a requirement since while de-skewing a particular leaf, we need to 
turn on only the return path from that leaf and tum off all other retum 
paths to prevent drive contention. To balance the forward and retum 
path delays, we use identical tri-stateable inverters in the forward path 
as well, although the tri-state ability of the forward path tri-stateable 
buffers is not utilized. We observe that the majority of the delay in 
either path is due to wiring, hence small differences in the loads due 
to devices in the forward versus return paths are not of consequence. 

In terms of signal quality our buffered network is superior since 
slew-rates at the end-point of any segment are extremely high and 
uniform across the distribution tree. This is because each segment is 
driven by a dedicated tri-stateable inverter. The delays of the forward 
and return networks are made identical by co-locating their (identi- 
cally sized) wires and their (identical) tri-stated inverters, resulting in 
very tightly correlated delays in both networks even in the presence 
of intra-die processing variations. 

Figure 1: Cross section of clock, retum clock and serial signaling 
wires 

Shielding wires are commonly used in present day clock distribu- 
tion networks. In our approach, we use the shielding wires for de- 
skew control and also to return the clock signal in skew adjustment 
mode. The serial control signals (which control the de-skewing ca. 
pacitor banks at each endpoint of the clock distribution tree as well as 
the tri-state inverters on the return network) are routed alongside the 
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forward and retum clock path (Figure 1). 

At each leaf node of the network, there is a pair of tune-able capac- 
itance banks that are capable of adding incremental amounts of delay 
to the forward and retum path. Figure 3 describes a 4-bit capaci- 
tor bank (although our implementation uses 7-bit banks). We use an 
appropriately delayed reference clock signal and match the delay of 
each leaf node of the clock tree (using the capacitor banks mentioned 
above) to this reference signal, thus utilizing just one phase detector. 
This delay matching operation is performed sequentially for each leaf 
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be identical. This choice allows for uni/orm and high slew-rates for 
all segments. It also allows us to utilize the same tri-stateable in- 
verter everywhere in our buffered H-tree network. To achieve this, 
the wire widths follow an opposite trend from the traditional H-tree 
network, as shown in Table I .  The forward and re" clock wires 
in our method are wider near the leaves and narrower near the center. 
With this choice ofwidths, we note that any wire segment (at any level 
of the buffered H-tree) has an identical RC delay. since the segment - 
widths are inversely proportional to the segment lengths. Since each 
of the H-tree segments is now driven by inverters, the wire widths 
required are reduced tremendously compared to a traditional H-tree 
topology. This also helps minimize the device sizes of the inverters 
in each H-tree branch. 

The lengths and widths of the wires used in our network are as 
shown in the Table I. The wire lengths are derived for a 6-level H- 
tree network covering a 20" x 20" die using the equations from 
[SI. The target frequency of operation is IGHz. The tri-stateable in- 
verters of the retum network are co-located with the inverters of the 
forward network. The arrangement of the clock, signaling and retum 
wires is as shown in Figure 1. The signaling wires do not have to be 
as wide as the clock and retum wires since there is no constraint on 
these lines with regards to speed of operation. All sizes were finalized 
after extensive simulations using SPICE [9 ] .  The capacitance extrac- 
tion was performed using SPACE3D [IO], using a strawman 0 . 1 ~  
technology file [I I]. The clock wires were assumed to run on the 
METAL6 layer with METAL5 and METAL7 shield wires, as shown 
in Figure 1. 

This methodology of buffered H-tree construction is not typically 
used. The drawback with buffering tbe clock signal at each stage is 
that process and temperature variations at each of the inverters can 
now cause greater skew at the leaves of the H-tree. In a traditional H- 
tree the clock skew is primarily caused by the process variations in the 
interconnect. In our method of clock distribution, the inverters con- 
tribute additional skew, and hence a de-skewing network is required 

..... ~.~ ...........,...,, .~.. 

m weN. The phase detector used in our design is located at the center 
of the clock It consists of a simple latch using two cross coupled Figure 2:  The buffered H-tree clock distribution network with 6 levels 

3.2 Design of the Network 
The H-tree network by itself is a zero-skew balanced network (if 

process and temperature variations are not considered). A traditional 
H-tree is designed assuming that the clock driver at the center of the 
H-tree is large enough to drive the entire clock tree. Wire widths and 
driver sizes are fixed to make sure that the clock signal can drive the 
local clock regenerators at the leaves of the H-tree for the required 
frequency of operation, with a sufficiently high slew-rate. The opti- 
mal (with respect to having a high slew-rate clock signal and also in 

inverters and devices as shown in Figure 4. The operation oftbis 
detector, the output of which affects the tune-able bank of capacitors, 
is described in Section 3.3. 

In OUT method, the maximum chip-level skew is half the minimum 
incremental delay offered by the capacitance bank, in addition to the 
delay due to variations of the capacitance value. Since these capac- 
itors are implemented as gate capacitances, the variation would be 
equal to the fox variation for the process (1.2% in our case, based 
on [ 5 ] ) .  A tune-able 7-bit bank of capacitors is located at each of the 
leaves of the clock network as shown in Figure 3. Each capacitor can 

term; of reducing the clock distribution delay) wire sizing methodol- 
ogy dictates that we utilize wider wires near the center of the H-tree, 
and narrower wires as we get closer to the leaves. 

The structure of OUT buffered H-tree clock distribution network is 
shown in Figure 2. The numbers on each of the branches of the H- 
tree indicate the level of that branch. The tri-stateable inverters at 
each level are of the same size, made possible by the constraint that 
the capacitive load at the outputs of each of these inverters should 

be switched in as required. The capacitors-used are bina& weighted 
to facilitate the precise control of delay (within the resolution that the 
smallest capacitance allows) as well as provide the ability to de-skew 
clock networks with wide range of skew values (this range increases 
exponentially with number of capacitors in the bank). A tune-able 
bank of capacitors is provided in the re" path too, as shown in Fig- 
ure 3. Both the forward and return capacitor banks are controlled by 
the same serial controller to ensure that the delays on both paths are 
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always equal. 
Note that in order to reduce the size of the individual capacitors that 

are required in any bank, we introduce a resistance RI in the last tree 
segment, as shown in Figure 3. The value ofRl  is chosen such that 
the slew rate of the last segment is not appreciably changed, while 
the incremental delay adjustment due to the smallest capacitance is 
increased as desired. This resistance is present in both the forward 
and re" paths (to maintain a balanced delay between these paths) 
of each leaf segment in the clock tree. A larger value of RI  would 
result in a coarser de-skewing ability, but a reduced area overhead 
due to the capacitors. R I  is implemented using the diffision layer, 
which has a high sheet resistivity. 
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Figure 3: Schematic showing a 4-bit Nne-able capacitor bank at leaf 
nodes 
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Figure 4: Schematic of the Phase Detector 
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Figure 5:  Waveforms showing Operation of the Phase Detector 

3.3 Operation of the Network 
3.3.1 De-skewing Mechanism 
In normal operation, the signaling and IeNm path lines are con- 

nected to GND and act as shields. When the clock network is being 
de-skewed, i t  is switched to the de-skewing mode. In this mode, the 
signaling and re" path lines are not used as shield lines anymore. 
Also the frequency of the clock is reduced. The reason for this is 
twofold. The first is that a slower clock is required for the phase 

detector to compute its output. The second reason is to minimize 
cross-talk between the forward and re" clock signals. To minimize 
cross-talk, we have ensure that when the clock signal reNmS on the 
re" line, the forward clock line is kept stable, such that the crosstalk 
encountered by the re" signal is of type 2C as opposed to 3C [IZ]. 
This can be done by ensuring that half the time period of the clock 
is greater than the round trip delay of the clock signal, which ensures 
that when a forward clock transition occurs anywhere along the for- 
ward path, the re" signal is static. In OUT case, the round-trip delay 
is about Zns, which means that the operational frequency during de- 
skewing operations should be less than 250MHz. Also, we verified 
that based on the total load on the serial signaling lines A and B, these 
wires can switch at a rate of 200MHz. We conservatively choose the 
clock frequency during de-skewing operations to be 100MHz. Since 
the wires in question are routed on METAL6, and are quite wide, the 
problem of cross-talk is not serious to staxt with. 

In de-skewing mode, each of the leaf nodes of the network are de- 
skewed one at a time. The signals from all leaf nodes are matched to 
the same reference clock signal. The reference clock is designed to 
lag the slowest re" signal (without the tuning capacitors switched 
in). The waveforms corresponding to the situation where the refer- 
ence clock lags the retum signal are shown in Figure 5.  In the Fig- 
ure 5 ,  waveform A refers to the re" signal and waveform B refers 
to the reference clock signal. The waveform 0 shows the output of 
the phase detector. When the signal B lags the signal A, the output of 
the phase detector is logic-0 at time ?i and logic-1 at time G. This 
condition (phase detector output logic-0 ?i and logic-l at time fi) 
indicates that the reference clock signal lags the reNm signal. Ca- 
pacitances from the capacitor bank at the corresponding leaf node are 
switched in until this condition is violated. This is repeated for each 
of the re" signals. The logic required to test this condition consists 
of a delayed clock generator, whose input is the signal A ,  and whose 
edges transition at fi and Tz (ideally, Z j  and Tz occur at the mid- 
points of the high and low phases of A respectively). Let the output 
ofthe delayed clock generator be denoted as A * .  If, at the rising edge 
of A', 0 is low and at the falling edge of A', 0 is high, we succes- 
sively switch in a larger capacitance value until this logical condition 
fails. This operation is repeated for each of the re" signals. 

Suppose the minimum phase resolution of the phase detector is C. 
Since we de-skew all leaf nodes so that they are C time units earlier 
than the reference signal, the value of C is immaterial. Thus we do 
not need a complex phase detector which minimizes the value of C 
(unlike the situation in [6 ] ) .  The guard band within which we can 
de-skew the network is therefore solely a function of the the smallest 
capacitance in the Nne-able capacitor bank and not determined by the 
accuracy of the phase detector utilized. It must also be noted that the 
tune-able capacitor bank on the re" path is operated in tandem with 
the capacitor bank on the forward path, as shown in Figure 3. This 
ensures that the fonvard,and retum delays are always balanced. 

3.3.2 Serial Controller Operations 
We use the serial communication lines (A and B in Figure 1) to 

communicate with the tri-state controllers. Signal A transmits the 
serial clock, while B is a data signal. In a serial communication se- 
quence, we first assert a reset signal (which is derived from A and B 
at the controllers), followed by a 6-bit address (in general, an n bit 
address) and the 7-bit data (in general, we transmit as many bits as 
we have capacitors in the capacitor bank). The transmission of each 
address bit enables a unique tri-stateable buffer at each level, such 
that when the last address bit is transmitted, a unique clock re" 
path is established. This also enables the corresponding Capacitance 
bank to read in the 7-bit data that follows, loading this 7-bit value to 
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enable the corresponding capacitors. For example, if the 7-bit data is 
1000101, then the first, fifth and seventh capacitors are connected to 
the leaf node. After this point, if a reset signal is re-asserted, the vec- 
tor which enables the capacitors is nor reset. However, after a reset 
operation, all r eam path tri-stateable buffers are tri-stated (although 
all capacitor bank controllers hold their current state). 

Figure 6 Address assignment for return path tri-stateable inverters 

Addressing Mechanbm: The address of the each tri-stateable in- 
verter is determined in the following manner. Let a ' I '  value corre- 
spond to the directions 'up' and 'right', and let a '0' value correspond 
to the 'down' and 'left' directions. Consider the 3-level buffered H- 
tree shown in Figure 6. In this buffered H-tree, the bullets refer to a 
tri-stateable buffer. The terminal tri-stateable buffer (marked x)  is al- 
ways enabled. This addressing scheme, when applied to this buffered 
H-tree, yields the addresses shown against each of the tri-stateable 
buffers of Figure 6. 

Note that an address of I I I 1  . . . I would be the tri-stateable in- 
verter in the top right hand corner of the network, while the address 
0000.. .O would be the bottom left tri-stateable inverter, Also note 
that with the application of the iIh address bit, a unique tri-stateable 
buffer at level i in the buffered H-tree becomes enabled. The applica- 
tion of all n (6 in our case) address bits enables a unique path from the 
Source node to a specific leaf, establishing the corresponding clock 
return path. Also, the tri-stateable buffers at level i in the buffered 
H-tree respond only to the first i bits of the address, and disregard the 
remaining bits, since their address length is i. 

We next discuss the implementation of an i-bit serial address de- 
coder which we use for tri-stateable buffers at level i of the buffered 
H-tree. 

c.,. 
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Figure 7: The M-bit address decoder 

m-bit Serial Addre.w Decoder: We use the two serial cummunicatiun 
lines (Iincs A and I ~ J  IO serially address the tri-stateable inverter. Sig- 
nal A is used toclock the decoder circuits at the tn-stateable inverters. 
and signal tl I S  used IJ tnnsmit sen31 address (6.bit) and dat3 (7-bit) 
informition. The general wucture for an m-blt senal addrsss decuder 
IS shown m Fip re  7 The "Oat3" terminal is connected to the U a ~ g -  
nal, while thc  clock^ sign31 IS connscted to the A cignal. Upon reset. 
the output of flip-flop I ( F t l )  is  ssl. After m serial bits are trmsmit- 
tcd, the clockmg o i  the flip-flops IS stopped. At this point, if the m 
haded bits match the address of this cuntroller, the "Match" line i s  
assertrd. which in tum h*serts "HIT". I F  the address of the controller 
i s  1001, then the combinational logic block of Figure 7 implements 
the function FFI rt2 &% FF4. Hcncc the HIT signs1 is asscncd 

when the first m address bits match the assigned address of the serial 
controller. At this point, only a reset signal can de-assert the HIT sig- 
nal, The reset signal of each decoder is locally generated, by toggling 
the data line during a high clock phase (typically the data line is up- 
dated during the low clock phase). The circuit to generate this reset 
signal is not shown in Figure 7. 

The enabling of a particular return path is carried out by enabling 
the appropriate retum path tri-stateable inverters, in increasing level 
order, as the address bits are transmitted serially. The address de- 
coders for different tri-stateable inverters will vary in length. The 
length will be equal to the level at which that inverter resides. 

2 t t I  

Figure 8: Capacitor Bank Controller logic 
Capacitor Bank Controller: Figure 8 describes the logic for the ca- 
pacitor bank controller for a particular leaf node. The logic is very 
similar to that of the serial address decoder of Figure 7. The HIT sig- 
nal of this controller is connected to the HIT signal of the nrh lwel 
tri-stateable inverter's address decoder for that leaf node, while its 
"Data" signal is connected to wire B. The assertion of HIT (indicat- 
ing that this leaf node has been selected for de-skewing), creates a 
pulse on "reset". Again, after 7 serial data bits have been read by the 
capacitor bank controller, this controller no longer responds to serial 
data that is transmitted on wire B. Recall that the serial data bits are 
transmitted on wire B after the n address bits have been transmitted. 
The 7 data bits that are read in now enable the appropriate capaci- 
tors. For example, ifthe 7-bit data is 100010l, then the first, fifth and 
seventh capacitors are connected to the leaf node. 

Note that the derived reset signal for a fri-stafeable inverter does 
not affect the capacitance bank controllers at all. As a consequence, 
the capacitance bank controllers retain their contents when the tri- 
stateable inverters are all disabled by the (serially derived) reset sig- 
nal. 
Overall Operation: Finally, we note that the serial-reset - transmit- 
address - transmit-data sequence must be followed while perform- 
ing any serial controller operations. In response to the transmission of 
this sequence of information, the phase detection circuit is enabled, 
and checks if the corresponding leaf node needs to be slowed down. 
If so, the serial reset is asserted, the same leaf node is addressed, and a 
larger value of capacitance at the capacitor bank is selected (by trans- 
mitting a serial data value which corresponds to a larger number). 
When the leaf node has been de-skewed, a new leaf node is selected 
until all leaves have been de-skewed. 

4 Experimental Results 
Several experiments were performed to verify the utility of our new 

buffered H-tree network with dynamic clock de-skewing capability. 
The wire sizes for our buffered H-tree network are as described in 
Table 1. We performed all simulations in SPlCE3f5 191, using the 
bsimlVV model cards [13]. The regenerators at each leafwere sized to 
drive a load of 6pF, as per [SI. The smallest capacitor in our capacitor 
bank had a value of 3ff. These capacitors are implemented as gate 
capacitances, using square devices with their soureeldrain connected 
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clock distribution network, while the traditional H-tree method is not 
capable of this. 

(a) BEforc De-skewing (b) After Dc-rhwing 

Figure 9 Clock Signals Before and AAer De-skewing 

to ground. Process variations based on values in [ 5 ]  were introduced 
in each segment of the network. In particular, we changed the values 
oft,, p, / e f ~  and Vr as suggested in [SI. 

The plot in Figure 4 a) shows two leaf node signals before de- 
skewing. The plot in Figure 4 b) shows the two signals atter de- 
skewing. While the skew between two return signals is 6ps, the skew 
between the forward clock sienals (which are used bv the reeenera- - ,  I 

tors at the leaf nodes) is 3ps. This is because the delay of the forward 
clock signal is half the round trip delay. The skew of the clock sig- 

Table 2: Area overheads 
5 Conclusions 
In contemporary VLSI ICs, the intra-die processing variations re- 

sult in a large skew in the clock signals at the leaves of the typical 
clock distribution network. In this paper, we describe a technique to 
distribute and de-skew a buffered H-tree network. By using the clock 
shielding wires to selectively retum the clock signal from a particu- 
lar leaf for de-skewing, our approach adds appropriate capacitances 
at the leaves to ensure that the clock signals at each leaf has the same 
phase. We apply our technique on a 6-level buffered H-tree network, 
demonstrating the ability of our method to de-skew clock signals with 
up to 300ps of initial skew to within 3ps. The power consumption of 
our scheme is about 8% lower, and the wiring area overhead of our 

each other. This de-skewing range value can easily be increased if 
required, by using a capacitor bank with more than 7 bits. 

A comparison of the power consumption of our clock network was 
performed against a traditional H-tree network. The size ( W )  of the 
traditional A-tree clock driver used was 3600pm for the PMOS and 
1200m for the NMOS device. The length of the devices was 0.lpm. 
The power consumption ofthe traditional network was 126.12mW as 
compared to l16.7mW for our design, a 7.9% improvement. Note 
that this is despite the fact that the fruditionul H-/me we considered 
had no de-skewing mechanism. With higher clock frequencies the in- 
crease in power consumption ofthe traditional H-tree would be higher 
than our approach since the wire loads involved are much smaller in 
our clock network. 

We also compared the area overheads of our buffered clock tree 
network over the traditional H-tree network. Table 2 describes the 
results of this experiment. All areas are in 2. The first column 
describes the area component under consideration, while the second 
column describes the area of a traditional H-tree network. The third 
column describes the area of our buffered H-tree, while the fourth 
represents the overhead over the traditional method. 

We used a clock rate of IOOMHz for de-skewing operations. Our 
buffered H-tree consists of 26 = 64 leaves, each requiring at most 

capubiliry. 
Unlike existing approaches, our method utilizes a sing/e phase de- 

tection circuit. It can be used at boot time or periodically during cir- 
cuit operation. With a small modification, it can be used to de-skew 
a clock network during factory test. Finally, clock gating (for power 
reduction) can be easily integrated into our clock distribution method- 
ology. 
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live logic area, and the area to implement capacitor banks. The total 
wiring area was calculated by adding the areas for the forward and re- 

paths for our buffered H-free distribution approach. Our method 
exhibits a wiring area overhead of about 35%. This area can be re- 
duced by avoiding a reverse tapered sizing approach of the H-tree 
(Table ??),while still using fixed size tri-state buffers in the entire net- 
work. The total active logic area for our method is about 25% larger 

eas of clock drivers, regenerators, tri-stateable inverters, tri-stateable 
inverter controllers and capacitor bank controllers. Finally, we report 
the area of our capacitors. Note that our method is able to de-skew a 
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than the traditional U-tree approach. This component includes the ar- ! 
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